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 The interpretation of the Quran by the Quran is the highest source of the exegesis of the Quran.

The word " Exegesis" means ................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Therefore remind !  By the lord's blessing thou art not a soothsayer neither possessed. ( quran:

52:29). The word " soothsayer " means ............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

It was only after Muhammad encountered obstinate resistance that the tone of the revelation

became thoroughly passionate. The word

 " Obstinate" means ....................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

I  turned over the case in my mind and found no explanation which appeared to me to be

adequate. The word " Adequate " means ..............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Amongest the early traditionalists, the rules, and criteria governing their study of hadith were

meticulous. The word " Meticulous "

 means ....................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

we must not interpolate a digression in our discourse. The word " Interpolate " means................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The cause of all evils is the lust for power arising from greed. The word "Greed"  means ...........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

She remained entirely subservient to her husband. The word " Subservient " means .........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who believe and do deeds of righteousness ........................shall be their hospitality.

( Quran18: 107)

day of judgement hell

the Gardens  of paradise obsession
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1. 2.

3. 4.
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Man has free will; it is therefore intelligible that the  Law contains commands and .........................

prohibitions interpretations innovations amounts
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Quran is a verbal noun and hence means the " reading" or " ..........................".

supposition belief transaction recitation

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Muslims of all ages are united in proclaiming the .............................of the Quran.

categorization inimitability implication conclusion

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These ruins and mass graves are ........................to the savagery of war.

authenticity transmission generation witness
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Ta'wil explains the ..................meanings of the Quran.

formal outer inner fabricated

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Men do not change from enemies to friends by the change of a name.The word " Change " has the

closest meaning to .................

balance dwelling alternation narration

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Islam all memders of the faith are enjoined to perform the hajj , the ....................to Mecca , at

least once in their lifetime.

pilgrimage temple linkage sermon
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In the suras of the second period the imaginative glow perceptibly diminishes, there is still fire and

animation, but the tone becomes gradually more .........................

passionate prosaic poetical conceivable

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is a barbarian ..........................living in this forest . 

idea philosophy commerce tribe
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The words like istabraq and ferdaws in Quran are ...............................................

semitic and whose literal root may be found in arabic

genuinly arabic and commonly used in the Arabic language

are taken from some arabic source

entirelynon Arabic 
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1.

2.

3.

4.
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.............................is genuinely Arabic and commonly used in the Arabic language , but which as

used in the Quran has been coloured in its meaning by the use of cognate languages.

fatir Nur jibt Darasa

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A text may seem to be logical and ...........................but it needs an authentic isnad with reliable

reporters to be acceptable.

absurd interrupted vague reasonable

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The authentic .......................is contained within the vast body of hadith literature.

Holy quran sunnah law schalor

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is certainly a moral in their accounts for those who possess intellect . This (Quran) isnot a

fabricated discouse.  The  word 

 " fabricated " means .......................

forged innovative popular scanty

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They must .........................and value each man's wealth.

strangle require assess assemble

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A ........................hadith  is a narration from a successor.

Qudsi Marfu' Mauquf Muqtu'

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A hadith whose reporter omits two or more consecutive reporters in the isnad is called

........................

Mu'zel Mu'allaq Munqati Mursal

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Fabricated  hadiths  are recognized by external evidence related to a .......................found in the

dates or times of a particular incident.

reliability category expression discrepancy

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who disbelieved and denied our signs . they will be brought Forth to the ......................of

the Hell.

chastisement responsibility dignity consent

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We know that solomon had ...................over birds and jinn.

submission advice appointment dominion

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Believers consider the cononical books to be ........................by God.

analyzed compared inspired exposed

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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